Raymond Joseph Schatz
November 6, 1926 - May 5, 2020

Comments

“

David and I shared so many good times with Ray while camping, motorcycle and
snowmobile riding and racing. The competition was stiff and Ray always had big
ideals to make machines faster. Those were really fun days with great friends. I’m so
glad that I got to visit with Ray and Jenny one last time while in Yakima around
Christmas. After Jenny passed, I told Ray I would come to see him in July when
returning to Yakima. I never had a thought that he might pass on also. He and Jenny
both were wonderful friends and will be missed terribly.
Linda Brown
Casa Grande, AZ

Linda Brown - May 10 at 03:17 PM

“

We bought at least 20 SnoJet and Kawasaki snomobiles from Ray over the years he
was in business. One of us would get a new one almost every year. He was always
happy and fun to be around. If we had trouble with a machine after riding on
Saturday, we would drop it off at the shop on the way home, and it was running and
ready to go for the next day's ride. He changed the gearing on my '76 SnoJet so that
it would run just a little faster than my friends. The last time we saw him was on the
dance floor. He was a fine man and will be missed by many.
Richard 'Dick' and Carol Haas

Carol Haas - May 09 at 11:30 PM

“

Ray was indeed one fun guy to be around. I also purchased Sno-Jet snowmobiles
and Hodaka motorcycles from Ray when he was the area dealer. Ray was always
tinkering with how to make his machines go faster than the other brands. I remember
many a night going snowmobiling with him and a group of sno-jet riders up at Darlan
mountain, we would spend much of the night racing across Green Lake or open
meadows to test our machines. Ray would always have one of the fastest machine
but would swear is was totally stock. Summertime would be spent riding the
motorcycle trails and camping in the Little Naches area. Nightime around the
campfire was where the BS flowed along with laughter and fellowship. Ray was a
great guy and will be sorely missed by those who knew him.
Burt Ross

Burt Ross - May 08 at 09:39 AM

“

Ray was a true good guy, in every sense of the word. We met him in the early 1970's
when he was the Sno-Jet Dealer. Everyone was treated like an old friend and you
knew dealing with him he would give you the best deal he could. My family and
friends purchased over 20 new and used machines from Ray, as well as many SnoJet coats, pants and one piece snow suits.
He never forgot a face or name and was always delighted to run into you.

Kenneth G Bennett - May 07 at 03:59 AM

